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The worst is
that you have nothing 
that can protect you!

 
Even on the contrary - 

you are completely
exposed to the danger!

You are important part of our leaders and 
elites - and therefore always a target for 
attacks - requiring maximum security. 

But your enemies use total new techniques 
and weapons. Your security systems

cannot cope with these anymore!

Therefore urgent action to improve your
safety measures is needed!

Your life is in great danger because
you are completely unprotected!

Act immediately:
Now you need urgently a completely new, 
additional alarm and security system to
fend off this new type of attacks.

The reason: 
insidious high-tech attacks, remote-
controlled, without any present attacker, 
completely imperceptible by day and night.

The tragedy:
You are completely unprotected against
these attacks with biochemical/nuclear 
deadly warfare agents!

The failure:
Your existing security systems are 
completely failing in protecting you from 
these modern high-tech attacks.

A horrible thought - but it‘s reality.
Your enemies have become phantoms - 

highly technically upgraded and digitized.

A brutal attack on your life 
- but without any attacker!

Attacks from the Darknet:
Such attacks can now be bought with 
Bitcoins also from a service-provider 
in the DARKNET.

Because silent poisoning has replaced gun shooting and 
no more attacker shows up, the final tragedy comes by 

the failing of your security systems at these attacks

Only a phantom:
No one comes with guns anymore.
No one triggers the alarm - no one
can be stopped. The attacks are 
remote-controlled from a great 
distance.

A completely new weapon:
A remote controlled drone
brings the silent death with 
biochemical/nuclear toxins.

The silent killer:
No more shooting - but silent 
poisoning. These new attacks are 
totally silent and imperceptible.
No warning - no witness.

Why is the danger so great?

What can you do? How to protect yourself?

Because silent poisoning has replaced gun shooting.
 
Because these attacks are extremely insidious and 
imperceptible - invisible, silent and remote-controlled.

Because you have NO warning, NO alarming nor any 
security system against such high-tech attacks!

- all alarming devices = useless

- security services  = useless

- police measures  = useless

- personal protection = useless

- official protection  = useless

- private security-teams = useless

- guard dogs   = useless

- airborne security  = useless
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All of your existing security systems are completely 
failing and totally useless for such attacks - 

opening up a deadly security gap!

No police or authority, no security service or secret agent
can protect you. No detection or defence system against
such attacks is even available on the market - until now.

CPA system - components & function

The worldwide new and unique, automatic high-tech 
protection system against high-tech attacks - 

it closes the deadly gap immediately!
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The CPA system
CERBERUS PROTECTION AUTOSYSTEM

A high-tech protection shield over
your whole life - fully automatic:

You have nothing to learn, 
nothing to know and
nothing to operate

for full protection - immediate and 
permanent 24/7 

Function:

The real-time attack scanner system 
monitors the entire environment 360° 
in 24/7/365. It primarily analyses the 
warfare agent - not the transportation 
medium.

Component 1:

High-tech bionic attack-scanning 
sensor module for outdoor mounting 
at buildings / objects / yachts etc.
Detects attacks in real time.

Component 2:

The central electronic unit with 
integrated artificial intelligence -  
is evaluating the scanner signal 
permanently and generating a real-
time alarm signal in case of an attack.

CPA system - real-time
alarming in case of an attack

Alerting by mobile phone, up to
five users are programmable

Alerting by signal - auxiliary 
warning devices can be connected

The CPA system turns every living environment into 
a fortress against such high-tech attacks 

The danger is already lurking -
a remote-controlled attack by
a combat drone, equipped with 
biochemical/nuclear warfare
agents, is approaching silently.

The drone unloads its deadly stuff. 
There is no warning system - the 
drone-attack remains unnoticed. 
Because the existing security systems 
cannot detect this - they are useless. 

Only an active CPA system can 
detect such attacks immediately. 
It triggers an alarm in real-time
and thus offers the highest possible 
protection and counter measures.
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You can forget your active CPA system - 
but it will never forget YOU!

permanent active 24/7/365
no wearing parts
no maintenance & service required
no operation required
use without any previous knowledge
no learning process required
built-in self-control
you don‘t have to care about anything

Full protection against sabotage or espionage: 

The CPA system cannot be disturbed, 
located, attacked, hacked or interfered 
from outside. 
No one can even find out that it is in 
active use and operation here.

Features & advantages of the CPA system:

The CPA system protects all kinds of objects
worldwide, reliable and sustainable:
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The CPA system
CERBERUS PROTECTION AUTOSYSTEM

Technical specifications:

Made in Germany
burnt-in, operated and tested for at least 1,000 hours

Versions:
MIL version high sensitivity - 10 years warranty
STD version normal sensitivity - 2 years warranty
EU version for 230 VAC / 50 Hz / approx. 20 VA
USA Version for 120 VAC / 60 Hz / approx. 20 VA

Alarm will be sent in real time to max. 5 users via the GSM-net
Auxiliary additional alarm devices provided
CPA electronic box dimensions = L 500 x W 400 x H 210 mm
CPA electronic box weight = 13.5 kg

CPA sensor dimensions = 190 x 100 mm
CPA sensor weight = 1.0 kg
CPA sensor cable length = max. 25 meters

Installation:
easy and quick to install within one day
all manuals are included

very low power consumption = max. 20 VA
no Co2 emission
no radiation emission - passive scanner
easily recyclable - no problematic materials

The CPA system has been tested and evaluated very well by 
CERN, Geneva/Switzerland

CPA system 
scanning sensor

CPA system
central elektronics
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SCHAEFER PROTECT - since 1978 -
Carstenstr. 12 - 25797 Woehrden/Germany

Fon: +49 (0) 4839.9530788
E-Mail: mail@schaefer-protect.de
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